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Violence: The anarchists are tender, affectionate, sensitive. As
such, they hate violence. If it were possible for them to hope that
they would realize through gentleness and persuasion their con-
cept of universal peace, mutual aid and free agreement, they would
repudiate all recourse to violence and would energetically combat
even the idea of having recourse to it.
But being practical and realistic — whatever their interested or

ignorant detractors might say — the anarchists don’t believe in the
magical virtue, the miraculous power of persuasion and gentleness.
They have the well thought out certainty that in order to make a
living reality of their admirable dream, they must before anything
else have done with the world of cupidity, lies, and domination on
the ruins of which they will build the Libertarian City. They have
the conviction that in order to smash the forces of exploitation and
oppression it will be necessary to employ violence.
This conviction is based on the impartial study of History, on

Nature’s example, and on Reason.
History — I’m not talking about the history that the thurifers

of triumphant force and despotic Power have written, but of that



whose furrow the people has dug during the long centuries — that
History teaches us that the tears and blood of the disinherited has
abundantly flowed, that piled up there are the wounded bodies of
countless and heroic victims of revolt; that every reform, ameliora-
tion, and improvement has been paid for with bloody battles plac-
ing the oppressed against the oppressors; that the masters have
never renounced a parcel of their tyrannical power, that the rich
have never abandoned a part of their thefts, a fraction of their privi-
leges unless the revolutionary action of the enslaved and despoiled
has obliged them to cede to threat, intimidation, or exacerbated
public strength. That only riots, insurrections, and bloody revolu-
tions have even a little weakened the chains with which the Pow-
erful weigh down the Weak, the Great the Small, and Chiefs the
Subjects.

Such is the lesson that can be drawn from a careful, impartial
study of history.

Nature unites its great voice to that of History by placing be-
fore our eyes at a given moment the incessant spectacle of violence
smashing the resistances that serve as obstacles to the birth or the
development of the forces in the process of being transformed and
of the forms constantly being renewedwhich comprises the eternal
evolution of beings and things…

Finally, the data of Reason confirm those of Nature and History.
Elementary and simple Reason proclaim that counting on the

good will of governments and the rich is pure folly. That the lat-
ter and the former, feeling that their privileges are just and that
their safeguarding is indispensable for the public good, consider
and treat those who attempt to take Power and Fortune from them
as evildoers.That if they surround themselves with policemen, gen-
darmes and soldiers, it’s in order to throw them against their class
enemies at the least sign of revolt. That if by chance they consent
to curtail anything at all of their exploitation or domination, it’s in
order to give up what has to be given up in order to save the rest.
But never will they consent to lose everything, and consequently
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sooner or later this must be taken from them by force. This is what
Reason says, in agreement on all points with Nature and History…
I could justify the recourse to anarchist violence by all the con-

siderations tied to cases of legitimate defense.
I could demonstrate that in propagating the spirit of revolt in

its many expressions, not excluding that of armed revolt, I remain
faithful to the most distant origins of the anarchist movement and
its constant tradition.
I could prove that the violence daily exercised by all govern-

ments is of a ferocity that could never be surpassed by that whose
necessity we call for, and that it causes more misery, sufferings and
death than could the most furiously unleashed anarchist violence
which we call for.

I could cite the example of a surgeon who, in order to save the
entire body amputates a member, and who no one would think of
accusing of cruelty.
I could cite that lapidary declaration, that cynical but precise

avowal, known by the whole world: Between the partisans and the
enemies of the current regime it is nothing but a question of force.”
— S Faure
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